


Letter from the 
President 

El Salvador is a country whose people are warm,
hardworking, and proud. It is the smallest country in the Western
Hemisphere, one that has struggled with war and natural disasters.
Its current population is more than 7 million, and it is estimated that
2.5 million live in poverty. Of those about 500,000 live in extreme
poverty. Yet, no matter the adversity, the Salvadoran people
always seem to pick up the pieces and start anew. Resilience and
hard work have always been defining characteristics of the
Salvadoran people, but so has their sense of optimism. When the
Salvadoran Civil War took place between the late 1970s and early
1980s, many Salvadorans left the country to flee from conflict. The
struggle claimed nearly 75,000 lives. Among those who fled were a
group of business leaders who came to the United States. They
founded in 1983 the Salvadoran American Humanitarian
Foundation SAHF in Miami, Florida.

SAHF is a 501 ( c ) ( 3 ) not-for-profit organization whose
purpose is to channel humanitarian assistance in the form of
medicines, medical equipment and supplies, food, educational
materials, and disaster relief aid to improve the quality of life and
meet the needs of hospitals, clinics, rural health posts,
orphanages, and nursing homes throughout the country. Since its
inception, SAHF’s considerable success in procuring in-kind
donations from U.S. donors imposed a fiduciary responsibility on
the Board of Directors to ensure that these donations were
appropriately distributed in El Salvador. Consequently, a sister
organization was established in El Salvador that would be
responsible for the receiving and distribution of the goods shipped
from the United States. FUSAL was chartered under Salvadoran
law in 1985 and has been our sister organization ever since.
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The Salvadoran American Humanitarian Foundation (SAHF) is
a 501 (c) (3), non-profit, non-sectarian, tax-exempt organization
that channels aid to El Salvador through its in-country sister
foundation FUSAL, and other agencies. Since 1983, SAHF has
distributed more than half a billion dollars in in-kind assistance
to more than 550 health-related institutions and programs
throughout El Salvador.

SAHF and FUSAL support health, educational and human
development programs aiming to improve the quality of life of
all Salvadorans. Together, SAHF and FUSAL mobilize the good
will, social responsibility and generosity of its caring supporters
to promote lasting well-being for the citizens of El Salvador.

WHO WE ARE

SAF Founder, Mr. Luis Poma, speaks during our 1993 Gala.

SAHF President, Mr. Jose Eduardo Siman at a recent Gala.



MISSION

To strengthen the welfare of 
the underprivileged people of 
El Salvador through human 
development programs in 
health, nutrition and education. 
This was implemented in 
conjunction with our sister 
Foundation FUSAL, and other 
organizations.



OUR SISTER FOUNDATION
In 1985 SAHF’s sister organization was established under Salvadoran law to oversee the receipt and
distribution of goods being shipped from the United States. FUSAL is registered as an NGO in El Salvador
and it also enjoys the privileges of being a tax-exempt organization.

When FUSAL was established its main offices were at a house that had been converted to accommodate
about 5 people. Today the organization has grown tremendously and it is considered to be one of the largest
humanitarian organizations in the country. Now it has its own 4-story building, a training center, and a 20,000
square foot warehouse and employs nearly 350 people.

BEFORE AFTER





WeSUPPORT

The medical assistance Program has responded for more than 32 years
to countless of needs in communities in times of disaster, to clinics,
hospitals, health workers, people with special needs and social
programs that are implemented by other organizations.

Mr. Luis Poma, a successful business leader from El Salvador, along
with Salvadoran businessmen committed to our country, decided to
establish a bridge of solidarity between the United States and El
Salvador by creating the Salvadoran American Humanitarian
Foundation with headquarters in Miami, Florida. The Alliance between
SAHF, unconditional donors, and FUSAL has allowed the Foundation to
serve the most vulnerable in our society, contributing with vital
donations throughout El Salvador with the objective of promoting and
fostering their development.

With the products we receive, we enrich schools with books and
furnishings; we provide bicycles and wheelchairs which facilitate
mobility among youth and the elder. Children who live in orphanages
can have hygiene products, clothing and basic medicines which highly
improve their quality of life. Hospitals and clinics also benefit from this
important program as they can provide better attention and medicines
to the most vulnerable of populations. In 2014 we received a total of 39
containers with in-kind donations/ reaching almost $14 million



2014 HIGHLIGHTS
Americares

For over 15 years AmeriCares has been one of AmeriCares Risk Management. El Salvador is at extreme risk of disasters including floods, 
droughts, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides and hurricanes. The World Risk Report 2013 ranks El Salvador at number 9 in the 
ranking of countries with the highest risk. In August 2014 the project started with AmeriCares' local Emergency preparedness El Salvador 
"which consists of implementing a community plan to prevent disasters in five municipalities of La Libertad: Teotopeque, Jicalapa, 
Chiltiuapán, Taminque and Comasagua. These municipalities were chosen for their vulnerability indicators of malnutrition and lack of existing 
emergency plans.

Direct Relief International

This year we received nearly $ 2.5 million in medicines and medical supplies from Direct Relief International. In our country there are many
people who do not have the resources to buy medicines or a treatment they need, but through this alliance clinics and hospitals can provide
health care to the most vulnerable people.

Free Wheelchair Mission

For a person with disabilities, having a wheelchair means independence, self-esteem, opportunity and hope. Since 2001, Free Wheelchair
Mission has been an ally of FUSAL providing mobility to children and adults who previously had to crawl on the floor in order to move around. 
Thousands of adults can now mobilize themselves to their work and to incorporate themselves with dignity and independence into society. 
The same goes with children as they can now attend school and feel as capable as others.

Feed My Starving Children

Feed My Starving Children (FMSC) is a key partner for FUSAL, especially where the Libras de Amor Integral Nutritional Program is
concerned.  With donations of dehydrated Manna Pack Rice, Manna Pack-D and Potato-W Pack food, the nutrition of more than 5,000 
children who participate in this program is vastly improved. These foods with high nutritional content provide many benefits for communities: 
families incorporate soy into their diet; mothers learn nutritious recipes and even explore their creativity by incorporating new dishes on their
menu which they later share with their family at the dinner table.

Community Volunteers also have learned to make the most of these foods and combine them with other ingredients found in the community, 
such as iron-rich green leaves, which help prevent and treat anemia. This different way of cooking, eating and sharing with family translates
into new, healthy parenting practices.



Tom’s Shoes

Feed My Starving Children Free Wheelchair Mission

Food for the Poor
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The main objective is to enhance the well being of communities we are able to reach.

Beneficiaries are assessed on the types of commodities that we are able to provide and the outreach
supplies may have in the target population. To determine the epidemiological profile of each community we
carefully evaluate each potential area of work to gauge their precise needs.

Maintenance and improvements for quality control and coverage in these areas require 12 multidisciplinary
teams comprised of doctors, nurses, nutritionists, nutritional promoters, agronomists, and entrepreneurial
technicians.

Working closely with each community allows us to establish a trusting and enduring relationship.
Furthermore, it allows us to provide services and develop an adoption to healthier living.

WeFEED
Teams visit assigned communities 

twice a month, with 
entrepreneurial technicians 

visiting nearly 9,000 people on a 
day‐to‐day basis. 



In 2004, an extensive nutrition‐based program, Libras de Amor or Pounds of Love, was designed to
overcome malnutrition.

Over the years, our work in healthcare showcased the intense impact nutrition has on a person’s
general well‐being and progress. It is the base for health, education, productivity and development.

As a result, Libras de Amor aims to benefit the entire municipality by pin‐pointing children under 5,
pregnant women or women likely to become pregnant.

Teams consist of doctors, nurses, nutritionists, nutritional promoters, agronomists, and entrepreneurial
technicians. To understand and assimilate with families better, teams live within assigned communities
Monday through Friday.

From the beginning, we trace a baseline that includes detailed data related to the families and their
surroundings. This includes medical files, living conditions, basic services obtained or lacking,
educational levels, and family incomes. Our teams then develop a personalized, holistic, and
sustainable nutrition model per individual.

LIBRAS DE AMOR





EducationFood security and 
income generation

Social sustainability



WE FEED

Income Generation 

In municipalities with more tourism potential like Apaneca and Ataco,
Libras de Amor promoted activities of technical and vocational
training to artisans and entrepreneurs to improve their marketing skills
and business management. For income-generating activities, there is
a market technician who provides marketing and technical
assistance in business management and provides advice to all
initiatives, especially those who are already working and need to
improve their packaging and presentation for the placement of
products in the local market.

In support of these new entrepreneurs, in each municipality
agricultural fairs are being developed as places to promote
nutritional products and boost marketing.



Chronic malnutrition in children
under 5 years



Children less than 5 years old
with amemia



14,622 families have 
a vision for a more 
hopeful and better 
future

The participating families have improved on lifestyle 
practices.  95% of children under six months old are 
exclusively being breast‐fed



The participating 
families have 
established 1,405 
chicken coops which 
contribute to the 
accessibility of more 
nutritious foods

625 community 
volunteers are 
committed towards 
working for their 
communities

In the communities of Apaneca and Ataco, 87% 
of children under the age of 5 eat proper and 
nutritious meals







18,110 children and 
youth are changing 
the vision of their 
futures and are 
building harmonious 
communities.

78% of children and 
youth who are 
participating in the 
program showed 
positive changes in 
their attitudes 
towards themselves 
and their peers.



• 1,286 families
• 167 youth participate in a life-plan initiative that

encourages them to forsee a positive future.
• 2,202 children and youth received primary

healthcare

Residencial Libertad
MoneyGram Foundation made a grant
to SAHF to provide bilingual studies to 
children at Residencial Libertad School
which is located in a high-violence
urban poor area in the outskirts of San 
Salvador-El Salvador’s capital.



WE 
PARTNER 



Organizaciones Beneficiadas
• AGAPE
• ASADI
• Asociación Manos Amigas
• Ayudame A Vivir
• ESEN
• FUDEM
• FUJOMA
• Fundación Coatepeque
• Fundación La Niñez Primero
• Fundación Padre Arrupe
• Fundació Padre Vito Guarato
• Fundación Ricardo Siman
• Fundación Siman
• Fundación Tamarindo
• Hogar de Paralisis Cerebral (HOPAC)
• Museo de Arte de El Salvador (MARTE)
• Museo Tin Marin
• SUPERATE

WePartner

In 2014 SAHF made grants
totalling $419,964 to18 partner
non-government organizations.
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2050 Coral Way, Suite 600
Miami, Florida  33145

Tel:  305.860.0300
Fax:  305.860.1415

www.sahf.org
contact@sahf.org


